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 ADAM SINGER WINS $365 NO-LIMIT HOLD’EM SIX-MAX     

Retired doctor fills a poker goal with first ring win in six-max format. 

Adam Singer is driven by success. After a successful career as a doctor, Singer turned his 

attention towards poker, where he continued to succeed on Saturday afternoon.  

The 58-year-old retired doctor from the Los Angeles area won his first ring in the $365 no-

limit hold’em six-max by defeating a 212-entry field to win $17,175.  

Singer doesn’t care about the money, however. It’s cliché, but it’s just not what gets him 

motivated. The desire to set goals, work towards them and successfully achieves him is 

what keeps him coming back to the felt.  

“It’s not so much the money, but it’s the ring,” said Singer after his win. “It took me a lot of 

tournaments to get my first ring. It feels great. It was really a lot of fun and one of my 
greatest experiences.”  

Poker is his latest venture, but he made his money by leaving his mark on the medical 

world. Singer developed an entire new branch of medicine while he was still working full-

time. He was trained as a critical care doctor and built upon his training to address 

inefficiencies in hospital care.  

“These doctors became specialists in managing patients in hospitals,” said Singer. “If you 

ever have the misfortune of actually being in the hospital, the doctors that I developed are 

specialists to managing you in that setting. There are special skills to handle patients in that 

setting. I developed for internal medicine physicians and now there is one of these doctors 
in every hospital in the country. I’m really proud of that.”  



 

 

Just like in poker, he wasn’t proud about how much he sold the company for or how much 

he made during his time in the medical field. He is proud that he built something that was 

successful. A system that is helping people’s lives improve. He took that same approach to 

poker, worrying about achievements and not monetary gain.  

His new system was a success. It allowed him to retire earlier than most and embark on his 
poker journey.  

“I developed and invented a new type of medicine,” said Singer. “A new type of doctor 

called hospitalist medicine. That kind of took off and I ran a company that I took public in 

2008. We had about 3,000 doctors working for me and that company sold about two years 

ago. When it sold, I spend now most of my time playing poker.”  

The North Hollywood resident already proved that he is a shark in the hospital setting and 

he showed that his poker game isn’t too shabby either. He came into the final day dead last 

in chips, but scored an early double up and then ascended to the top of the counts and 

eventually, the winner circle.  

“I knew that I had to double up right away,” he said. “I had one bluff right away and then 

someone called me when I had ace-queen versus nines. I doubled up and boom. Once I had 

chips, I was able to put those chips to use and win pots to slowly accumulate chips.”  
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